Engineering Report
SSMU Legislative Council
February 13 - March 26, 2020

Engineering & EUS Affairs

- Two EUS Councils since last report: February 26 & March 11
- Talked about inclusivity and most likely going to form a committee aimed at steering EUS into a more inclusive environment for all students
- Faculty is looking into creating a joint Engineering program with a university in France.
- Had a presentation and discussion with Gérald Cadet from the Office of the Principal about upcoming Bicentennial events
- Council reform is still taking place, decided to reduce it from 60 to 40 seats
- EUS Executives, SSMU Representatives and Senator have been elected
- Departmental society executive and representative elections underway
- Governor seats for the Board of Governors elections underway
- Cancelled all events these past two weeks in favor of social distancing
- Engineering yearbook on its way!

Personal Work

- Working on EUS Council reform
- Working to improve inclusivity within the EUS
- Working to increase SSMU interest within our student body alongside Councillor Marcoux
- Weekly meetings with McGill Against Bill 21
- Sitting on the Finance Committee due to the dissolving of the Financial Ethics Research Committee
- Sitting on SSMU Board of Directors

Stay safe everyone:)

In Peace,
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